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CAPITALISM



Karl Marx
Author of Das Kapital

  @own-the-libs_420
Fuckwit



CAPITALISM
TRADEISM

FREEDOMISM
MARKETISM
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CAPITALISM



CAPITALISM



Secretary of State for International Trade









“ANTI-GROWTH 
COALITION”

“nope”



“energy can neither be
created nor destroyed”



“mass can neither be
created nor destroyed”



“nothing comes from
nothing”
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closed
system



“the privatization
of social capital”



GAIN
LOSS

(external cost)
 

closed
system



“An external cost is a cost not included
in the market price of the goods and

services being produced, i.e.
a cost not borne by those

who create it.”

EXTERNALITIES
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CAPITAL LABOUR+ = MORE
CAPITAL

income support,
food banks,

etc



I know I may come off quiet
May come off shy
But I feel like talking, feel like dancing
When I see this guy
 

I’m a Slave 4 U
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CAPITAL LABOUR+ =

BURNO
UT

(adding value
by creating

products and
services)

MORE
CAPITAL
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NFTs
Who remembers

?





NFT ARTWORK:
 

shit ✓ stolen ✓
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Copyright
Usage
Storage



The cost of data storage is 640k gas per kilobyte
of data.
The current gas price is approximately 50 Gwei
(or 0.000000050 ETH).
At today’s price (30th October 2021), 1 ETH is
approximately $4000.
Each kilobyte for an image would cost $40

 
— 

 by NFT Developer Eric Kuhn
NFT misconception: JPEG aren't on the

Blockchain

https://erickhun.com/posts/nft-misconception-image-arent-on-blockchains/
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Storage

URI



“A mechanism is provided to associate
NFTs with URIs. We expect that many
implementations will take advantage of
this to provide metadata for each NFT...

The URI MAY be mutable (i.e. it
changes from time to time).”
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01010101010101
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Copyright
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Storage

URI



The good news:
I don’t actually own this

The bad news:
There is irrefutable proof that I

bought it
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CAPITAL + = MORE
CAPITAL

SYMBOLIC
OWNERSHIP
RATIFIED BY
“PROOF OF

WORK”
(AKA bullshit)

Accelerated
Environmental

Collapse

manufacturing a side effect
to make it look like you're
actually doing something





Post-Fordism





2002
dot-com
crash

crypto
crash(es)

people losing
their houses

2008
financial
crisis

2002
dot-com
crash

worthless
mortgages

 

worthless,
legally non-

binding receipts
for shit, stolen

artworks
 

worthless
websites

 





What will be the next bubble?
 

What will be the next crash?



I hate
building
the web

I hate using
the web

ADVERTISING
TECHNOLOGY





“Brands pay [a] premium for the promise of
automated microtargeting, but a  by Nico
Neumann, Catherine E. Tucker, and Timothy
Whitfield found that the accuracy of that targeting is
often extremely poor. In one experiment, they used
six different advertising platforms in an effort to
reach Australian men between the ages of 25 and
44. Their targeting performed slightly worse
than random guessing.”
 
— 

study

Ad Tech Could Be the Next Internet Bubble

https://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/pdf/10.1287/mksc.2019.1188
https://www.wired.com/story/ad-tech-could-be-the-next-internet-bubble/


DIGITAL
ADVERTISING- = NO

CHANGE



So should we try something else?



NO WE MUST INCREASE
ENGAGEMENT
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flat!



The Earth is
flat!
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LMAO

You’re wrong

Classic 😂

Thank you 💪

Not true, read a book

Hypocrite
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The Earth is
flat!

66K 12.5K

LMAO

You’re wrong

Classic 😂

Not true, read a book

Hypocrite

The Earth is
round.

2

And?

Thank you 💪

WHERE WOULD I
WANT TO PLACE

MY ADVERT?



Downhill skiiers
are morons



Downhill skiiers
are morons

94K 17K

Classic 😂

Figure skaters too

No, skiing is ableist

That’s ableist

LMAO

So you’re both woke 🙄



Downhill skiiers
are morons

94K 17K

I like to ski

1
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Downhill skiiers
are morons

94K 17K

I like to ski

1

WHERE WOULD I
WANT TO PLACE

MY ADVERT?

Classic 😂

Figure skaters too

No, skiing is ableist

That’s ableist

LMAO

So you’re both woke 🙄

⛷⛷⛷



The fake meat Jewish
doctors grow in there peach
tree dishes is not, for all
intensive purposes, fit for
humane consumption.

antisemitic

not a thing

not true
not the idiom

945K 179K

wrong



THE BAD
CONTENT

IS THE
PROFITABLE

CONTENT
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CAPITAL ENGAGEMENT+ = MORE
CAPITAL

(for ad space
sellers only)

No ROI for advertisers

The organization of
global society around its
shittest people and ideas



CAPITAL ENGAGEMENT+ = MORE
CAPITAL

No ROI for advertisers

The organization of
global society around its
shittest people and ideas

Poorly paid or unpaid
fascist content

creators
�  

(for ad space
sellers only)



trans people exist



they are human so must have human rights



why are these simple truths increasingly
framed as a “debate”?



In no small part, because formenting a so-called
“culture war” increases engagement



which sells advertising space



for adverts that don’t fucking work



and for products nobody wants
to fucking buy.



Blåhaj



“THE LAST
VIRGIN WOOD”



ACTUALLY, SOME ADS
DO WORK...

ON A VERY FEW PEOPLE

highly impressionable



SHORTING





CAPITAL DESTRUCTION
OF VALUE+ = MORE

CAPITAL



“Capitalism is good...
... so long as you control it”



“Capitalism is good...
... so long as you reduce the

exploitation part”



EXPLOITATION
1. the action of treating
someone unfairly in order
to benefit from their work

2. the action of making use
of and benefiting from
resources

3. the fact of making use of
a situation to gain unfair
advantage for oneself



“Capitalism is good...
... so long as you reduce the

exploitation part”
 capitalism



“Capitalism is bad”





pie go big!
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